
7.2.  Best practice – 1 

    Academic Feedback, Students’ Workshop, Survey, Study :-   

      In academic area we have enlarged the academic feedback activity. In the academic year 2016-17 

and 2017-18 we started presentation by students in the classroom. We are also conducting a 

university level workshop for Commerce and Economics students. This activity has been 

channelized in this academic year. An addition has also been done in the above said activities. In the 

year 2018-19, we discussed about academic and social study by students under able guidance of 

teachers. So, three surveys and study were discussed and finalized in the staff meeting. All the three 

research activities have been successfully completed by the concerned teachers and students. 

  So, now the academic best practice has been widened. Syllabus oriented activity, is now 

curricular, co-curricular and research oriented. 

  In the year 2018-19, again, more than 200 students participated at least once in the academic 

feedback activity. In the third consecutive year of the activity around 10 students have performed 

very well in their presentation. They have expressed their happiness and gratefulness towards their 

teachers for conducting this activity. 

  Two workshops one, of Commerce and other of social subjects in Humanities have been 

successfully arranged in this year. Total students participated in these workshops. The students 

presented their papers in the workshops. This activity now has got routine and students are not afraid 

of presenting their papers. At the same time, they learn basics of research while preparing their 

papers. 

 Survey/study   

  Study on three topics has been done by students under the guidance of respective teachers. 

 Reports of the study activity have been prepared by teachers promoting participation of some active 

students. Such activity will prose beneficial for the development of students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7.2.   Best Practice – 2 

  Better Environment Project :- 

  Environment change is fact that brings about many ups & downs in the life of human being 

by affecting the life in one or their form. Not only in big cities but also in countryside the hazardous 

effect of air pollution cum be seen easily. The purity of air has decreased to its dangerous level 

which is the major problem to be pondered over seriously. In this complex juncture of environment 

pollution it becomes necessary to aware the people living either in cities or in villages. 

  So, these all damages of environment would cause in disturbing the life cycle of the all 

animate and inanimate being the same college. One of the credible institution tries to fine the way 

for the betterment of human being and the nature, by trying ets level best to bring this sensitive 

matter to the common men & women in villages with the help of different means like, street plays, 

songs announcement of languor so, college with the help of these means of entertainments awake the 

people towards the responsibilities of nurturing and preserving the environment. 

  The people living in the villages have the tremendous impact of religion and its cult over 

them. So, the college finds the war of involving people in this movement by taking reclosed to the 

hyms, songs (religious) of the great Saints like Saint Tukaram, Kalidas, Saint Ramdas. Mostly, the 

lines of Saint Tukaram “Vruksh Valli Amha Soyare Vanchare” give the immense affinity towards 

nature and tress. The literature helps to create awareness in the minds of people. Also, the examples 

of Anna Hajare & Popatrao Pawar who provided cattle grazing and chopping down the trees in this 

area are the unique activates. On the basis of above all examples, college is seeking its ways by 

offering its service in the villages, specially the adopted villages like the ideal village Kolara, 

Palaskhed Sapkal, Dhodap etc. The tree plantation programs have been carried out in these villages. 

In this activities many types of ideas came into reality e.g. Typing the sacred thread to the trees, 

planting and adoption of trees by the students studying in the library of the concerned village, even 

the villagers celebrated the ‘Vrukhsa Bandhan’ program me on 27 the August, 2018 march in favor 

of tree plantation, cleanliness drive, street plays etc., 

   The objective of this awareness program me in this project are as follows: 

1) To take help of villagers in tree plantation program me and its preservation by telling tem its 

importance. 

2) To increase the participation of college students in tree plantation program me at Chikhli and Kolara. 



3) Religions institutions, Environment & religions importune of trees are told to make the tree 

plantation a focus point. 

4) To plant and nature the big species of tress like Banyan, Pipal at the place of religious institution, 

temple. govt. offices etc. 

5) To inculcate the importance of prohibition of chopping down the trees, cattle grazing. To stop people 

from cutting the trees. 

 

                                                    

 

  

 

 
 


